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todayImprove your site speed  
Calibre helps your team understand and increase web 

performance with accessible and trustworthy reporting.

understand your speed

Receive automatic reports 
with transparent information 
about your site speed.

find slow pages easily

Clearly see how your different 
areas of your site perform and 
make critical improvements.

meet your speed goals

Set goals with performance 
budgets and be notified when 
you meet or break them.

tangible impactSpeed has  
Companies that invest in boosting page loads and perceived 

speed report higher engagement and earnings. 

(8)8% rise in sales. (9)15% rise in conversion. (10)15% rise in SEO traffic. 

(11)
15% rise in page views per 

session. (12)
$530,000 rise in average 

annual revenue. (13)
30% rise in viewer 
engagement. 

expectCustomers  

sites to be fast

70%
(5)

admit that page speed 
impacts their willigness 
to buy. 

83%
(6)

say the experience is 

as critical as products 

& services offered. 

49%
(7)

expect sites they visit 

to load in less than 

2 seconds. 

less growth
Poor performance 

means 

20%
(2)

decrease in conversion 
caused by a one second 
delay in loading. 

76%
(3)

likelihood of giving up on 

a page when Core Web 
Vitals values aren’t met. 

4%
(4)

average conversion drop 

with each additional 
second of load time. 

65%

(1)

of sites do not load 
critical content fast 
enough. 

increase your revenue

Fast sites have higher 
conversion and retention, 
resulting in more revenue.

gain new audiences

Better performance decreases 
barriers to entry and increases 
customer loyalty.

rank higher in search

Sites that meet Core Web 
Vitals speed goals are not 
penalised in search ranking.

Beat your competitors

Gain a competitive advantage 
by providing fast and 
delightful user experience.

web performance
Why you must invest

in 
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